BIGSSS Doctoral Colloquium, Field A and B  
UB Summer term 2020

**Conference sessions via Big Blue Button**  
Unicom, BIGSSS Conference Room 7.3280

Tuesday,  4.15 pm – 5.45 pm (one presentation)  
4.00 pm – 6.15 pm (two presentations; short break around 5.00pm)

Please note:  
Start: May 5; end: July 14; no session: May 26

Prof. Dr. Karin Gottschall ([karin.gottschall@uni-bremen.de](mailto:karin.gottschall@uni-bremen.de); phone #: 218-58595  
Office: [buero-gottschall@uni-bremen.de](mailto:buero-gottschall@uni-bremen.de); phone #: 218-58596)

Program (as of April 27, 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Presenter and topic; supervisors, commentator (in case of work in progress)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020-05-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2020-05-12   | **Charlotta Cordes (Proposal Defense):** "God created Lusatia and the devil put  
|              | the coal under it." Consensus and dissent on socio-economic change in a  
|              | region from socialism to market economy  
|              | *Supervisors:* Jutta Günther, Susanne Schattenberg                          |
| 2020-05-19   | **Anne Broocks:** preliminary findings from my fieldwork about sense-making  
|              | on mangroves in and around Guayaquil  
|              | *Comments:* ?                                                                 |
| 2020-06-02   | **Sarah Penteado:** Social protection and translation: the politics of being-in-the-world  
|              | *Comments:* ?                                                                 |
| 2020-06-02   | **Hawa-Noor Mohammed:** Joining al-Shabaab – The path to avenge injustices  
|              | *Comments:* ?                                                                 |
| 2020-06-09   | **Jarina Kühn (Proposal Defense):** Entrepreneurial identities - processes of  
|              | identity construction of entrepreneurs from the GDR/FRG in the transition  
|              | phase (working title)  
|              | *Supervisors:* Jutta Günther, Anna Schwarz (Viadrina)                       |
| 2020-06-16   | **Hung Nguyen (Proposal Defense):** On Party Positions and Their Effects on  
|              | Public Policy: A Probabilistic Approach  
|              | *Supervisors:* Nate Breznau, NN                                             |
| 2020-06-16   | **Irmak Sel:** Negotiating Expectations and Divergency in Paid Home-Based Elderly Care in Turkey (working title)  
<p>|              | <em>Comments:</em> ?                                                                 |
|              | <em>Supervisors:</em> Karin Gottschall, Yasemin Karakasoglu, Sibel Kalaycioglu (Middle East Technical University) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Presenter &amp; Title</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
<th>Supervisors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020-06-23</td>
<td>Lisa Heukamp</td>
<td>Public Opinion and Social Policy-Making in Germany</td>
<td>Nate Breznau, Herbert Obinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Florian Buchmayr</td>
<td>The Social and the Political. Analyzing the link between social positions and political orientations</td>
<td>Olaf Groh-Samberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-07-07</td>
<td>Lisa-Marie Wittig</td>
<td>Gender differences in the effect of life course transitions on mental health outcomes</td>
<td>Sonja Drobnic, NN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-07-14</td>
<td>Priya Singh</td>
<td>Welfare State, Social Protection and Unorganised Sector Labour: A Study of Women Beedi Workers in Bihar (India)</td>
<td>Karin Gottschall, Margrit Schreier, Praveen Jha (J.Nehru University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johanna Fischer</td>
<td>The introduction of long-term care schemes around the world</td>
<td>Heinz Rothgang, Lorraine Frisina Dötter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Colloquium description**

The colloquium serves for proposal defenses for early-stage fellows and presentation of ongoing research of more advanced fellows (cohorts 2019, 2018, 2017). Presenters are asked to hand in their papers eight days in advance or at least on Thursday the week before the presentation. Presentations should not exceed 30 minutes. Typically, presentations will get a short comment by an expert faculty member or a fellow and, in case of proposal defenses, by one of the supervisors who are asked to be present for the respective defenses. Comments and replies are to be followed by an open discussion with the audience (the rule ‘fellows first’ applies!).
Participants

Cohort 2019

Buchmayr, Florian (fbuchmayr@bigsss.bremen.de)
Cordes, Charlotta (charlotta.cordes@uni-bremen.de)
Heukamp, Lisa (heukamp@uni-bremen.de)
Kühn, Jarina (jarina.kuehn@uni-bremen.de)
Nguyen, Hung (hung.nguyen@uni-bremen.de)
Penteado, Sarah Kassim de Camargo (sarah.penteado@uni-bremen.de): adjunct fellow
Wittig, Lisa Marie (lwittig@uni-bremen.de)
Zum Felde, Mareike (mareike.zum.felde@uni-bremen.de)

Cohort 2018

Besche, Fabian (fbesche@uni-bremen.de)
Broocks, Anne (anne.broocks@leibniz-zmt.de): adjunct fellow
Cortina-Escudero, Martín (cortinae@uni-bremen.de)
De Carvalho, Gabriela (decarvalho@uni-bremen.de)
Druga, Ertila (ertila.druqa@uni-bremen.de)
Fischer, Johanna (johanna.fischer@uni-bremen.de)
Hahs, Jenny (jenny.hahs@uni-bremen.de)
Henninger, Jakob (jakob.henninger@uni-bremen.de)
Malinar, Ante (malinar@uni-bremen.de)
Noack, Kristin (knoack@uni-bremen.de)
Polte, Alexander (alexander.polte@uni-bremen.de)
Seiffarth, Marlene (m.seiffarth@uni-bremen.de)
Seitzer, Helen Arlen (seitzer@uni-bremen.de)
Son, Keonhi (son@uni-bremen.de)
Storath, Greta-Marleen (gm.storath@uni-bremen.de)
Stupele, Liva (liva.stupele@uni-bremen.de)
Tecklenburg, Rena (rena.tecklenburg@uni-bremen.de)
Tonelli, Simone (simone.tonelli@uni-bremen.de)

**Cohort 2017-I**

Balakov, Ivan (ibakalov@bigsss-bremen.de)
Burema, Dafna (dburema@bigsss-bremen.de)
Le Thuy, Dung (dle@bigsss-bremen.de)
Luminari, Diletta (dluminari@bigsss-bremen.de)
Meland, Alexander (ameland@bigsss-bremen.de)
Mohammed, Hawa-Noor (hnoor@bigsss-bremen.de)
Premarathne, Priyadarshani (priyadarshani@bigsss-bremen.de)

**Cohort 2017-II**

Da Rosa, Jonathan (jrosa@bigsss-bremen.de)
Donneaud, Adrien (adonneaud@bigsss-bremen.de)
Harris, Eloisa (eharris@bigsss-bremen.de)
Khalikova, Yulia (ykhalikova@bigsss-bremen.de)
Lakeman, Silvana (lakeman@bigsss-bremen.de)
Sel, Gizem Irmak (irmaksel@bigsss-bremen.de)
Singh, Priya (priya@bigsss-bremen.de)
Weimer Swader, Larissa (lws@bigsss.uni-bremen.de)